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Abstract :  This paper surveys current trends/techniques in image segmentation. The major themes covered by the paper include: 

segmentation based on template matching, segmentation based upon Haar wavelet based feature vectors, learning of object 

templates via examples, segmentation by background modeling, Hidden Markov modeling of images, and reformulation of the 

segmentation problem as a Bayesian classification problem. The relationship between segmentation techniques and the amount of 

domain knowledge available is discussed. 

 

Index Terms - Background Modelling, Markov Modelling, Segmentation, Template Matching [WU1] 

  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Image segmentation would seem to be a prerequisite for further semantic analysis and storage or retrieval of image based 

multimedia data. In this paper we will survey some current techniques in the literature on image segmentation.  We will see 

however, that the segmentation problem can be avoided entirely by a statistical reformulation of the image retrieval problem. A 

common theme relating the techniques is the amount of domain knowledge required with regard to the content of the images. In 

this paper we will not discuss color-based histogram, texture based modeling, or shape segmentation techniques as these have been 

reviewed in class and in the textbook. The interested reader can see [1] for a review/analysis of the MPEG 7 shape descriptors, [2] 

for a polygon boundary based shape segmentation techniques and [3][4] for applications of region based color histograms/texture 

models to segmentation and image retrieval. In the following sections we will discuss segmentation based upon template matching, 

background modeling, space (image) transformation, Hidden Markov modeling and Bayesian error minimization. 

II. TEMPLATES 

Image segmentation by template matching is based upon the assumptions: 

 That the class of objects to be detected all share some invariant information, 

 That this information is spatially local (has some bounds), 

 That this information can be described by a set of generalized features, 

 Object detection is the process of correlating the set of features with an area in the image. 

Template based segmentation works best in specific domains in which the content of the images is known, for example in the 

field of face or people detection. In this domain we know that the user is interested in detecting and forming queries about 

faces/people not the other objects in the image. 

Liu and Wang [5] describe a template based face detection and video segmentation system.  The template is designed to capture 

the frontal view of a person as they look at the camera as their application is detection and tracking of faces in video shots such as 

newscasts and it can be assumed that the subjects will be facing the camera. The template is not rotation invariant and is primarily 

designed for speed of computation and invariance to background features and individual differences with regard to facial features 

(e.g., hairstyle, beards, etc.). The template is 20x26 pixels in width and encompasses from above the eyes (eyebrows) down to the 

upper lip. Averaging the pixel intensities of sections of images from the Purdue AR face database creates the template. The 

database contains over 4000 images of 126 people under varying lighting conditions, facial expressions and occlusions (e.g., 

sunglasses, glasses, neck warmers, etc.) [6]. Liu and Wang selected 132 neutral facial expressions from the database for their 

training examples [5]. 

Liu and Wang describe a fast template-matching algorithm utilizing dynamic programming. Let F represent the template, which 

is a M x N rectangle. Let T represent the search rectangle which varies in size from |F| to 2|F|, that is M  I  2M and N  J  2N 

(see Figure 1). Liu’s and Wang’s algorithm iteratively warps a sub-rectangle 
^

F  (with top leftmost pixel on S and bottom rightmost 

pixel in the shaded area Fs) into a rectangle the same size as F. The dynamic programming technique allows the optimal path for 

this warping to be found. The cost function is a measure of the similarity between the template and the warped image. To find a 

face object in the image, a test area rectangle is scanned across the image in steps of size F. Scassellati [7] describes a system for 

real-time face detection. The basic operator for segmenting the image (finding faces) is a ratio-metric template. A template is a 

constraint pattern on the intensities of pixels in the image. It is implemented as a 14 x 16 pixel mask and a set of relations 

describing the ratio of intensities between regions of the template (Figure 2). “This template capitalizes on illumination invariant 

observations. For example, the eyes tend to be darker than the surrounding face, and the nose is generally brighter than its 

surround.” [7] By comparing the ratio of pixel intensities instead of their absolute values, the technique avoids having to normalize 

the image (perform histogram equalization) to remove the effects of varying illumination. The template is convolved across the 

image to generate the average gray scale value of the image in that region.  
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Fig. 1. Liu and Wang’s template based search algorithm. T is the test area searched for a face object, F is the face template and F is 

the portion of the test area warped to the same size as template F. Adapted from [5]. 

The averages are then used to compute the rations between regions. Only when a subset of the constraint relations, ten of the 

essential relations (the dark arrows) and eight of the confirming relations (the light arrows) has been satisfied is a face detected in 

that region. In both template based segmentation algorithms, in order to find faces that are of different sizes than the template, the 

original image must be resampled (resized) and scanned again for an object match. Liu’s and Wang’s technique can handle faces 

twice the size of the template without resampling. Liu and Wang derived their template from the intensity averages of a database of 

faces; Scassellati did not mention how the values of the ratio-metric relation were determined. It is assumed that a technique similar 

to Liu’s and Wang’s could be used. Though not mentioned in the discussion of each technique, templates can be defined for each 

color map. 

 
Fig. 2. Ratio-metric template used by Scassellati for real-time face detection. Each block corresponds to a region of the face (eyes, 

forehead, etc.). The arrows define relations between those regions. Dark arrows are essential relations and light arrows are 

confirming relations. Only when the ratios between these regions satisfy the constraint relations is a face detected. The figure is 

from [7]. 

III. BACKGROUND MODELLING 

As mentioned, template segmentation works well when the information about the domain and type of object in that domain is 

known. What technique will work when nothing is known about the type of objects in the domain? The following background 

segmentation technique can be used when all that is known about the domain is that the camera is stationary. 

Stauffer and Grimson [8] discuss a segmentation scheme that separates the foreground of an image (moving objects) from the 

background (stationary) objects by modeling the background as a mixture of Gaussians. At any instance in time, the intensity and 

color distribution of a pixel in an image (its radiance) are the direct result of the lighting and the reflectance properties of the object 

in that pixels field of view.  For each sample frame the probability of observing the current pixels value is determined, if the 

probability is low, then the background model does not account for this object and it must belong to some new object added to the 

environment.  

Stauffer and Grimson use a weighted sum of Gaussians (Gaussian mixture or GM model) to account for each contribution 

source for each pixel. When a new pixel sample is obtained, the GM for that pixel is searched for the distribution that best explains 

its value; where a match is defined as a pixel value within 2.5 standard deviations of a distribution [8]. If none are found, then the 

kth Gaussian distribution (the one with the lowest weight and hence the one least probably to explain pixel value) is replaced by a 

new distribution with mean of the current value, an initially high variance and a low weight.  

In the case that one of the distributions matches the current value of the pixel, the weight of that distribution is adjusted (by 

some learning constant ) and all the weights are normalized. 1/ defines the time constant of the weight updates and hence the 

time it will take for new stationary objects added to the environment to become part of the background model.  

When a new object is added to the background (moving or stationary) …”it will not in general match one of the existing 

distributions which will result in either the creation of a new distribution or the increase in the variance of an existing distribution. 

Also, the variance of a moving object is expected to remain larger than a background pixel until the moving object stops.”[8] To 

determine whether an object is part of the background, or the foreground a threshold is set. If the value of the pixel is described by a 
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distribution with a weight greater than this threshold then it is part of the background, otherwise it is in the foreground. Pixels that 

are not accounted for by the background model, are clustered together using a two pass connected components algorithm. 

Stauffer’s and Grimson’s model can segment moving and newly placed objects from backgrounds under conditions of slowly 

varying lighting, rain and snow. It can handle backgrounds containing standing/moving water, fixed objects affected by the wind 

(moving leaves, tree branches, flags, etc.) and slowly moving shadows. Due to the value of the learning parameter  and the fact 

that they mimic real moving objects, the GM model approach will attribute instantaneous changes in lighting (due to flood lights 

turning on or rapid cloud movement) as objects in the foreground. Stauffer and Grimson have successfully tracked people, cars, 

mice and fish with a segmentation system based on this technique. Figure 3 show the results of a surveillance system monitoring 

the traffic outside of their lab. The image in Figure 3 (a) is the input to the system, Figure 3 (b) is the background model (note that 

the model incorporates the slowly moving building shadow), Figure 3 (c) shows the objects in the foreground and Figure 3 (d) the 

combined results of background and segmented foreground objects. 

 
Fig. 3. Results of Stauffer’s and Grimson’s Gaussian mixture background model segmentation scheme. The image in (a) is the 

input image, (b) is the representation of the background constructed from the mean of the most probably distributions accounting 

for the background, (c) is the pixels in the foreground, and (d) is the combined model of background and marked objects in the 

foreground (marked by blue). Notice that the shadows of the cars/people are considered part of the foreground. This is due to the 

fact that they move at approximately the same rate as the object itself and thus are not modeled by the background. The images are 

from [8]. 

IV. SPACE TRANSFORMATIONS 

When attempting to segment an image, instead of performing the analysis in the images domain (intensity values, pixels), one 

can map the image to a new domain. The new domain should allow the analysis to be performed in an easier fashion. This is the 

techniques adopted by Poggio and his students at MIT [9-17] . They utilize an over complete 2D Haar wavelet transform to map an 

image into the spatial domain. The transform they have chosen has the following features that make detecting edges and 

segmenting objects easier [16]: 

 Haar wavelets encode the differences in average intensities between local regions along different orientations, allowing the 

detection of object boundaries. When performed on the log of pixel intensities encode the ratio of intensities between 

pixels, gaining the added benefit of being invariant to varying lighting conditions.  

 The over complete (quadruple) Haar wavelets transform increases the spatial resolution of the mapping, allowing a one-to-

one correspondence between regions in the Haar transform space and the original image. Unlike the normal application of 

wavelet theory, the goal is not to compress the image, but to aid feature detection. 

 The performance of the Haar transform is O(n), where n is the number of pixels. The transformation needs to be done 

once. All segmentation operations are then performed in the new domain. 

To detect objects in this new domain, the Haar coefficients that best describe the features of the object need to be identified. For 

each class of objects (in the database) the Haar transforms are computed over that object. For example the people detection 

application [16] computes the Haar transform over an image of 128x64 pixels centered on the image of a person. Three classes of 

Haar wavelets exist (in the over complete 2D Haar transform): vertical, horizontal and diagonal (Figure 4 (a)), over spatial 

dimensions of 2x2 (pixels) and greater.  The wavelets at the spatial scale thought to encode the important features of the object (for 

each of these classes) are selected and the coefficients are normalized and averaged. The normalization step is performed to reduce 

the effects of the lighting variations and averaging identifies the significant wavelets [10][16][18][19].  

 “Three classes of feature magnitudes will emerge (from the averaged wavelet coefficients): ensemble average values much 

large than 1 indicate strong intensity difference features that are consistent along all examples, values that are much less than 1 

indicate consistent uniform regions, and values that are close to 1 are associated with inconsistent feature, or random patterns” 

[16][20][21]. Figure 4 (b) depicts the result of determining the significant coefficients for each class of wavelet over spatial 

dimensions of 16x16 and 32x32 pixels for the people detection application. A gray level is associated with each coefficient, where 

coefficient greater than 1 are darker. For this particular application, the vertical coefficients capture information about the sides of 

people; the horizontal coefficients capture information about the heads and the diagonal coefficients captures information about the 

head, shoulders, hands and feet. 
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The information derived from the normalization and averaging steps can be used to form a classifier in two ways: similar to [7] 

and [5] a template can be created from the combination of the vertical, horizontal and diagonal averages, or 2) the identified 

wavelets can be formed into a feature vector and used by a learning algorithm (neural networks, etc.) to learn the relationships 

between the coefficients and the target pattern.  Object detection in an image with template-based techniques involves convolving 

the template over the transform space. Regions with the highest value (best match) would then correspond to human shaped 

objects.  To segment the image for objects not the same scale as the template, the image would have to be resized, the Haar 

wavelets transform recomputed and the new domain searched again. 

[9-17] have applied a statistical learning technique for the identification of objects from the set of significant Haar wavelets. In 

particular they use the Support Vector Machines (SVM) model [22]. A training set of human shapes and background objects are 

created. As an example, the training set size for the people detection system required 1,848 positive (people) patterns and 11,361 

non-people patterns [16]. The SVM is trained over this set until some error threshold is reached. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 4. The three classes of Haar wavelets in the over complete 2D Haar wavelet transform (a). The ensemble averages of the 

normalized Haar coefficients for the 128x64 training images used to select significant Haar wavelets (b). Each square in the image 

corresponds to one 16x16 (or 32x32) vertical, horizontal or diagonal wavelet. Haar coefficients with a value of 1 are coded gray, 

with the coefficients greater than 1 coded towards black. Adapted from [16]. 

Once the SVM has been trained, similar to the template-matching scheme, the classifiers detection window is scanned across 

the transformed image space. The output of the classifier indicates the presence of a humanoid object. Multiple scaled objects must 

be handled by resizing and rescanning the original image. In a comparison between the template based and SVM classifier 

technique, Oren et al. [10] saw approximately a 20% improvement of SVM classifier in detection rate and the false positive rate 

dropped from 1:5000 to 1:15,000. 

Poggio and his students [9-17] have demonstrated the ability to recognize (detect and classify) people, cars, faces, mouth eyes 

and noses in static images, in real world image domains (offices, traffic, sidewalks, etc.). Figure 5 is an example of the performance 

of the people detection systems (using the SVM classifier) in a real world domain.  

The above technique is useful for the detection/segmentation of arbitrarily shaped objects in the image. It suffers from poor 

performance during the scanning stage, on the order of O(n*d) where “n” is the number of pixels in the image and “d” is the size of 

the template or classifier detection window. The constant can be quite large when multiple scale objects must be handled, as it takes 

O(n) work to resize the image recompute the Haar wavelet transform. The performance can be improved in video sequences by 

using motion information to limit areas of the image scanned. In a content-based retrieval application, the complete Haar wavelet 

coefficients for the segmented region would need to be used for the query, as these coefficients encode specific information about 

the objects texture and color. Like the previous template based matching techniques, some domain knowledge is required, in this 

case knowledge about the types of objects of interest in order to train the SVM classifier and to create the object template. 

V. HIDDEN MORKOV MODEL SEGMENTATION 

Instead of the previous specific techniques of searching the image for some type of feature and segmenting around that feature, 

DeMenthon et al. [23] describe a Hidden Markov model technique to segment an image. In their paper they …”focus on the 

simplest Markov mesh model, a second-order model, i.e. a model in which the label likelihoods depend on the labels of only two 

past pixel neighbors when the pixels are observed by raster scan.”[23] Fig. 6 shows what this looks like, the probability of pixel 

(u,v) being in state q is conditional to the states immediately to the left and above that pixel. 

Associated with each pixel then are an observation vector and a hidden state. The observation vector is the set of parameters (of 

interest) associated with each pixel, such as color, or the average intensity of the image region centered on that pixel. The hidden 

state is a label for that pixel. The modeling process determines which label (or state) best describes the value of each pixel. A pixel 

belongs to a particular state based on the estimate of the probability P(observation of parameter for pixel | state of pixel ).  The 
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collections of states (and the pixels that belong to them) segment the image, where each segment is a region with similar 

observation properties. The number of states, and hence objects/regions in the segmented image is a settable parameter. 

DeMenthon et al. develop a dynamic programming based learning algorithm for training the HM model. It runs in time 

O(Uvn3), where UxV is the size of the image and n is the desired number of states or segments in the image. “The results (of the 

training algorithm) are a statistical model of the image, a segmentation of the image, and the evaluation of the probability of 

observing the image given the model.”[23] 

 

 
Fig. 5. Sample result from the people detection system using the SVM classifier. Adapted from [24]. 

 
Fig. 6. The conditional probability relationship of a pixel for DeMenthon’s et al. second order causal Markov mesh model. (a) The 

relationship of the probability between pixel (u,v) and the pixels to the east and north of that pixels. The probability of  pixel (u,v) 

being in state q is conditional to the probabilities of the  state configurations for pixels in rectangles RU,v-1, Ru-1,V .  (b) This can be 

factored to the probability of pixel (u,v) being in state q is conditional to the the states of immediate neighbor pixels (u,v-1) and (u-

1,v). From [23]. 

Figure 7 show the application of the HM mesh model-training algorithm. The image has been segmented into ten regions based 

on each pixels color value. As can been seen the algorithm does segment the image, but not necessarily in a manner that preserves 

semantic meaning. In the case of the face of the girl it is composed of at least three segments, not composed of one segment as 

human might assign if they were segmenting the image. The domain knowledge required for the application of this technique are 

the parameters to model (e.g., color space, DCT block, etc.) and an idea of the number of states needed to adequately segment the 

image. Less knowledge than what is required for the previous techniques, but still some assumptions about the content and type of 

images need to be made. 

 
Fig. 7. Results of segmenting a 64x64 color image using DeMenthon’s et al. Hidden Markov mesh model. The original image (a) 

has been segmented in ten regions (b).  From [23]. 

VI. PROBABILISTIC MODEL AND CONTENT BASED RETRIEVAL 

In the domain of content-based retrieval, we desire to organize and query multimedia data based on the content of that data. 

Consider the generic image domain, images are complex; they are composed of spatially distinct regions with texture and/or color 

content. What is the retrieval process for this type of image? The techniques we have surveyed would suggest that the image be 

broken down into feature vectors describing each image attribute (the color/texture). These feature vectors can be global 
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descriptions of the image or local to the object(s) comprising the image (including spatial information). The generated feature 

vectors would then be used to search the database for an image that best matches the query. When the generated feature vectors are 

compared to those in the database (i.e., the indexes), some metric must be used to compare the similarity of those features. “The 

standard solution is to evaluate similarity according to each of the attributes and obtain an overall similarity measure by weighting 

linearly the individual distances” [25] (assuming some type of Euclidian like distance metric). Some of the problems associated 

with this process are [26][25]: 

 It is difficult to find a global descriptor that accounts for (describes) the content of the image (e.g., a color histogram will 

not necessarily capture the texture information or the spatial organization of an image),  

 Use of a global based descriptor may make it impractical to support local region based queries, 

 It is difficult to determine objects in the image and to segment around those objects, thus it is not an easy to generate local 

descriptions, 

 What is the best similarity metric to use? What are the domain assumptions behind this metric? 

 Weight selection (for the comparison step) has no standard solution and becomes domain and implementation specific.  

A. Retrieval as a Classification Problem 

What is desired is a domain independent technique to describe and to compare image content. That is a technique that works 

equally well on images with high texture content, spatial discontinuity (many different objects) and with many colors. To address 

these problem Vasconcelos and Lippman [27-34] propose reformulating the content-based retrieval process as a Bayesian 

classification problem.  

The goal of Bayesian classification is to minimize the error associated with deciding class membership. In minimizing retrieval 

error we ask the question: “Given a set of features X drawn from a class Y, what is the probability that we will retrieve some set of 

images g*(X), not belonging to class Y.” The optimal solution to this question can be written as:  

g*(X) = arg maxi P(Y=i | X).     

Which reduces to: 

g*(X) = arg maxi P(X | Y=i)P(Y=i)   

where P(X | Y=i) is the likelihood function or the feature representation for the ith class and P(Y = i) is its prior probability. The 

advantages of a Bayesian formulation are [26][31][33]: 

 Since the feature vector X can be any subset of a given query image, Bayesian retrieval will work for both image based 

and region based queries, 

 Since feature vector X can be a set of independent features (e.g., features derived from text, audio, and image regions), 

Bayesian formulation allows uniform handling of multi-modal data and provides a solution to the weighting problem,   

 The prior probability term allows the incorporation of prior knowledge into the retrieval process, thus providing a 

mechanism to implement statistical based learning. 

B. Similarity 

Vasconcelos and Lippman have shown [31][32] that the majority of similarity metrics in common use for comparing features 

are special cases of the Bayesian formulation. In [32] they discuss the different similarity techniques and derive them from the 

Bayesian classifier. Vasconcelos and Lippman define Maximum Likelihood (ML) similarity criteria to be when the prior 

probabilities in equation (2) are assumed to be independent and equally likely, that is P(Y = i)  = 1/n, where n = the number of 

classes. They find that the ML criterion makes the least assumptions about a domain and provides the most generality when 

comparing attributes of different modalities. Fig. 8 summarizes the results of their analysis on similarity metrics. 

VII. GAUSSIAN MIXTURE AND EMBEDDED MULTIRESOLUTION MIXTURE MODEL 

The main goal for using Bayesian classification is to minimize retrieval error. Vasconcelos and Lippman analysis in [31] showed 

that one of the major factors in minimizing retrieval error is the choice of feature representation, that is how well P(X|Y = i) can be 

estimated.  For example a color histogram representation of an image does not capture local spatial structure such as texture and is 

inadequate for describing local queries that may be based on this structure, leading to poor retrieval results. The limitation on 

histograms is not that they can’t capture spatial information but that their complexity increases exponentially as the dimension of 

the feature space increases making them difficult to use [33].  

As suggested in [28][29][31][33] a good representation for the probability density P(X|Y = i) is the Gaussian Mixture (GM) 

model. The Gaussian mixture approximates a density region by a weighted sum of normal distributions. It has the following 

properties [31]: 

 They are able to model arbitrary probability densities, 

 Their complexity is quadratic in the dimension of the feature space and hence can handle high dimensional feature spaces. 

What this means in practice is that a GM model has the same expressive power as histograms (but without the cost) and can 

thus be used to represent color content. Second, since it is composed of Gaussian distributions, it can equally well represent the 

content of images with lots of texture. For complete details the reader is referred to [29][33].  

The drawback to the GM model is that its complexity is O(YRCn2), where Y is the number of classes in the database, R is the 

number of features in the image, C is the number of components (number of Gaussian terms in the in the approximation of the 

density function) and n is the dimension of the feature space (the number of pixels in the image for a color image) [33]. 

Vasconcelos and Lippman propose a modified version of the GM model that does not suffer from the complexity, it is called the 

Embedded Multiresolution Mixture (EMM) model [33]. Essentially it is a Gaussian mixture model of an image that has been 

transformed to the spatial domain through use of the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). The complexity is O(C2n), where C is 
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between 8 to 16. The EMM shares the same capabilities as the GM model in that it can be used to describe both color and texture 

images compactly. 

The DCT is computed in 8x8 or 16x16 sliding blocks over the image (by increments of 2 pixels), then a GM is created for the 

transformed space. The coefficients in a DCT are organized by spatial energy in the image; the coefficient f11 (see Figure 9) 

captures the DC energy of the image (the intensity) while the remaining coefficients capture the increasing high frequency (edge 

content and hence texture) information of the image.  

 
Fig. 8. From [32], the relationship between Bayes similarity criteria and those of commonly used metrics. ML is the Maximum 

Likelihood criteria, KLD is the Kullback-Leibler divergence. 
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Fig. 9. DCT coefficient matrix. The coefficients are ordered by spatial energy in the original image. Coefficient f11 represents the 

DC (average intensity) energy of the image; higher order coefficients (fij, i =j  1) represent the energy in the image due to texture 

(edge content). 

We can think of the DCT as an ordered family of subspaces: coefficient f11 for the DC subspace, coefficients 
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forming a larger dimension subspace which includes more texture information and so on. Each collection of subspaces (of some 

dimension from 1 to 8 for the 8x8 DCT) of the transformed image is described by a GM model. This suggests the following 

algorithm to improve retrieval speed [33]: 

1. Take the region in the query and convert to spatial domain using 8x8-sliding DCT. 

2. Find the K1 best matches in the database using only the DC coefficients. 

3. Next find the K2 best matches from the K1 matches using the first two DCT coefficients.  

4. Continue in this manner until the best Kn are found using all of the DCT coefficients. 

The complexity of the algorithm is O(C2(1 + 2K1/Y + …+ nKn-1/Y)) = O(C2) for Ki << Y as compared to the O(C2
n) for the naïve 

algorithm. As summarized by [33] “…probabilistic retrieval using embedded mixture feature representation can be seen as an 

extension of histogram based techniques where, after the best histogram matches are found, subsequent steps are taken to ensure 

that images whose spatial dependencies resemble most those of the query image are retrieved first. In this way spatial statistics of 

the query image can be accounted for during retrieval without a significant increase in overall complexity.” 

VIII. REGION BASED RETRIEVAL WITH RELEVANCE FEEDBACK 

In [30][34] Vasconcelos and Lippman extend their work and develop a retrieval system that learns (improves its query 

performance) using relevancy feedback. The approach uses the prior probability term ( P(Y = i) in equation (2)) to provide 

information from the last retrieval to the current retrieval. Vasconcelos and Lippman allow the user to select the retrieved images 

with the best match and use this information to computer the prior probabilities. Figure 10 shows four screen shots of their system 

during a retrieval process. In the first shot (top left hand corner) the user has requested to retrieve images containing a clay mug. 
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The query image is shown on the lower left side while the desired target (not known to the system) is shown on the upper left.  The 

system (using the EMM model and assuming Maximum Likelihood criteria for the first query, P(Y=i) = 1/n) retrieves the best 

matches to this query, unaware that it is the mug feature that is relevant to the user query. Hence the system retrieves images 

containing mugs, blue doughnuts, cars, etc. After retrieval the user ranks each image based on the number of relevant objects that 

the system returned with regard to the context if the users interests. In this case all the images with a brown mug are ranked with a 1 

while the remaining images remain unranked.  

 
Fig. 10.  Result of relevancy feedback learning for a database containing mixed objects of varying textures and color. The 

progression of images is from top left to bottom right. The desired target image is shown on the top left of each screen shot and the 

query image is shown on the bottom left. The numbers above each retrieved image correspond to the relevancy ranking assigned by 

the user. It corresponds to the number of object in the image that are of interest to the users. The images is taken from [30]. 

In the second query (upper right screen shot) the user selects one of the retrieved ranked images as the basis for the next query. 

In this way the system learns what object is of importance to the user. In the third screen shot (lower left) the user has retrieved as a 

result an image that contains a plastic tape dispenser, but not a clay cup. Since this image is also relevant to their query they rank it 

as well and use it as the basis for their next query. If the system was not using relevance feedback (learning) it might then just 

retrieve images containing tape dispensers (and anything similar), but it knows that the user finds both clay cups and tape dispenser 

of interest. The last screen shot shows the results of this query, images containing both tape dispensers and cups are returned. The 

desired target is one of the returned images. Issues concerning negative feedback, session learning versus cross session learning 

(learning of user preferences) and forgetfulness are discussed further in [30][34]. 

What is the power of a probabilistic approach to image segmentation and retrieval? As we have seen it allows: 

 a generic similarity criteria to be used that is not domain specific, little domain knowledge about the type of objects or 

images is required, 

 avoids the problem of image segmentation by using a representational schema that is powerful enough encode global and 

local features of the image, 

 supports region based queries, 

 is computationally efficient, 

 contain the same expressive power as color histograms and texture based descriptors. 

IX. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we have surveyed five techniques for the segmentation of images. The conditions for their application have varied 

depending on the amount of domain knowledge we have. When no assumptions are to be made about the domain (no knowledge of 

the image content), then statistical techniques like that of Vasconcelos and Lippman’s EMM model would seem to be appropriate. 

This comes at a price though of not being able to query a database of images based on semantic content, instead some type of query 

by example with user feedback must be used. This implies that it would be difficult to automate the query process by removing the 

human from the loop. When domain knowledge is known then techniques like the template segmentation schemes of Liu and 

Wang, Scassellati and Poggio can be used. The advantages to these schemes are that they segment around objects. Higher level 

reasoning can them be performed on these objects to assist the database storage or retrieval process.  The limitation of course is that 

we can only segment around objects we know beforehand will exist in the images. But as we have existing databases of specific 

domain knowledge (e.g., employees, students information) this may not be such a drawback. In addition to the papers surveyed 

above the reader can find more information regarding techniques for face and people detection in the following papers: Essa [36] 

and Yang et al. [35] which survey research on seeing people with regard to tracking, finding faces, pose estimation, etc. We have 

only discussed images segmentation, Wang, Liu and Huang in [37] survey techniques to utilize both audio and visual cues in the 

segmentation of multimedia data (videos). 
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